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Understanding Call Numbers
Have you ever wondered how library books and journals are assigned their places on the shelves?
NTU Libraries, like many major academic libraries in the world, uses the Library of Congress Classification for call
numbers. This system uses a combination of letters and numbers to arrange materials by subjects. Therefore, you
can often find several helpful books on the same shelf, or nearby.
Below is a selective listing of topics which may be of interest to you.

Research Topics

Call Numbers

Aesthetics

BH39 - BH301

Alexandrian and Early Christian Philosophy

B630 - B708

Ancient Greek and Roman Philosophy

B108 - B118; B165 - B626

Business Ethics-General Works

HF5387

Chinese Philosophy and Religion

B121 - B129; BL1802 - BL1974

Environmental Ethics

GE42

Ethics

BJ1 - BJ1725

Hinduism

BL1100 - BL1295

Indian Philosophy

B130 - B161

Logic

BC11 - BC199

Mathematical Logic

QA9

Medical Ethics-General Works

R724

Medieval Philosophy

B720 - B765

Metaphysics. Epistemology. Ontology

BD95 - BD131; BD143 - BD238; BD300 - BD460

Modern Philosophy

B790 - B4695

Renaissance Philosophy

B770 - B785

Speculative Philosophy-General Works

BD10 - BD41

Social Philosophy

H61.15

Philosophy of Religion

BL51; BL239 - BL240

Philosophy of Science

Q174 - Q175.32

Philosophy of Technology

T14

Discovering Our Rich Online Resources
NTU Libraries has a wide range of resources which includes ebooks and ejournals.
They are accesible via our homepage at www.ntu.edu.sg/library.
Here is a selective listing of specialized databases that can get you started on your research.
Access them via Library Homepage.

JSTOR

The Philosopher’s Index (via EBSCOHost)

Oxford Bibliographies Online

Arts & Humanities Citation Index

JSTOR is a full-text database that offers retrospective
access to journal articles, in some cases, dating back
to the 1800s. Another unique feature of JSTOR is that it
displays images, graphs and charts that were originally
presented in the article (unlike databases which only
preserves the text). However, JSTOR does not offer
access to the most recent articles published.

Oxford Bibliographies offers exclusive, authoritative
research guides. For each topic there is an article with
an introduction written by a top scholar in the field and
an authoritative guide to the current scholarship with
original commentary and annotations by top scholars.

Digital Dissertations & Theses

The Dissertation Abstracts database is the single,
authoritative source of doctoral dissertations and
master’s theses from over 1,000 accredited North
American graduate schools and European universities.

The Philosopher’s Index is a bibliographic database
that also provides author-written abstracts in all major
areas of philosophy. More than 540,000 records are
drawn from over 1600 publications and include print and
electronic journals, books, anthologies, contributions to
anthologies, and book reviews.

Arts & Humanities Citation Index is a multidisciplinary
index covering the journal literature of the arts and the
humanities. The index provides access to bibliographic
information and cited references. It is also searchable by
keyword, author and citation. This database is part of the
Web of Science set of citation indexes.

PhilPapers

PhilPapers is an indexing service maintained by a
community of philosophers. The index is supplemented
by an open access archive. There are links to extant
online content and friendly categorisation to help with
searching.
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